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We begin by meticulously mapping out
the curriculum to identify key learning
objectives and milestones. 

CURRICULUM MAPPING

 This proactive planning helps us stay on track and
prevents last-minute rushes, ensuring ample time
for in-depth understanding and revision.

TIMELY PLANNING

EXPERT FACULTY

INTERACTIVE TEACHING METHODS

REGULAR ASSESSMENTS

Our institution offers comprehensive
support services, including tutoring,
academic counselling, and study
groups, to assist students.

STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES

Our faculty members are experts in their
respective fields, possessing a deep
understanding of the subject matter. 

 These assessments take various forms, such as
quizzes, tests, projects, and presentations,
providing valuable feedback for both students
and instructors.

We employ a variety of teaching methodologies,
including lectures, discussions, group activities, and

multimedia presentations, to cater to diverse
learning styles. 
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towards completing syllabus with

expertise



24  Hours 
Classes Available?
Infinite Play

Access your class
recordings anytime,
anywhere. 
Never miss a
crucial point again!

Infinite Time
Enjoy unlimited
access to your
class recordings.

Multi Device
Compatibility
Seamlessly switch
between your laptp,
tablet and smartphone,
anytime, anywhere
without any hassle.

Enhanced Search
Capabilities

Easily search through
class recordings to
find specific topic.



EVERY PAPEREVERY PAPER
IS SOLVED??IS SOLVED??

INTERACTIVE
PROBLEM-SOLVING

SESSIONS

PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS AND

FEEDBACK

PAST YEAR
STRATEGIC

ANALYSIS OF PAST
YEAR PAPERS
 Understand exam
patterns, question

types, and recurring
themes.

COMPREHENSIVE
SOLUTIONS FOR
SAMPLE PAPERS
Detailed solutions not only

help students understand the
correct answers but also the

reasoning behind them.

Such sessions helps in
fostering critical thinking,

problem-solving skills, and
confidence among students. 

 Identify strengths and
weaknesses, and receive

personalized feedback on
sample paper solves can

significantly enhance student
learning outcomes.
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BOOK EXCHANGE

PROGRAM

FUNDING FORSTUDENTPUBLICATIONS

REGULARUPDATES

LIBRARY
RESOURCE ACCESS

Access to  a wide range of e-

books, scholarly articles,

and educational resources

relevant to the curriculum. 

 Regular updates andadditions to the  platform ensure accessto the latest resources.

S T U D Y  M A T E R I A L /  F R E E  B O O K S

CURATED DIGITAL

LIBRARY ACCESS

Online access to catalogs,
databases, and e-journals,

as well as physical borrowing
privileges for students 

TEACHER-CURATEDSTUDY PACKS Lecture notes, practiceexercises, and recommendedreadings tailored to eachcourse. These packs areregularly  updated.

Students can donate,

borrow, or exchange

textbooks and study

materials.

Allocate funds to supportstudent-led initiatives suchas academic journals,magazines, or newsletters. 



NEWSPAPER CUTOUTS



FOR BASIC LEVEL

Course Overview
Instructor: Expert in

Subject
Class Size: Limited to 10

Students for
Personalized Attention

Why Take
This Course?
Rapid Mastery

Hands-On Experience

 Instructor tailors their
guidance to your unique

learning style, along
with interactive
revision sessions.

personalized
mentorship

CRASH COURSE

Expert Guidance

revision
These sessions provide the
perfect environment for
asking questions, seeking

clarification, and addressing
any areas of confusion. 



CHECKING BY
EXPERT

Full-Length
Mock Tests
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1ANY tOPIC YOU
LIKE

Choose a topic that
you find challenging 
 Clarify doubts and

deepen
understanding.
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FULL SOLUTIONS
GIVEN

6

MOCK TEST

Allocated specific time
to each segment based

on its weightage 
Regularly assess your

progress through
quizzes .

Segment-wise
Preparation

2

 Full-length mock tests
regularly.

Analyze your
performance to

identify strengths and
weaknesses.
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Access detailed solutions
for all mock tests 

Review of any mistakes 
Analyze the solution

strategies to understand
the reasoning behind

each step. 

Gain insights into areas
where you need
understanding.
Seek feedback from  
experienced
instructors.

Structured
Weekly/Daily

Practice

UNLIMITED!!

 A consistent study
schedule

Incorporate regular
review sessions
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 Encourage candidates to
boost confidence,
enthusiasm, and respect
for the interviewer(s) .
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PERSONALIZED
PREPARATION

 Encourage candidates to
tailor their preparation to
the specific requirements
and values of the
institution they're applying
to. 

Conducts mock interviews
or provide feedbacks  on
practice sessions to help
candidates.
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Guides candidates in
identifying and articulating
their unique strengths,
achievements, and skills
that are relevant to the
position.

BUILDING
CONFIDENCE AND

RESILIENCE

 Fosters a supportive and
encouraging
environment that
enables candidates to
build confidence,
manage stress, and
overcome setbacks.

INTERVIEW
GUIDANCE

MOCK INTERVIEW
SUPPORT

EMPHASIS ON
PROFESSIONALISM

HIGHLIGHTING
ACHIEVEMENTS AND

SKILLS



Mentorship programs
Career counselling services
Networking opportunities

We believe in the importance o
well-rounded education 

Our institute maintains strong
ties with leading companies
and organizations 

Continuing education
opportunities

Online learning platforms

 KEY TO

EXTRACURRICULAR
ENGAGEMENT

INDUSTRY
CONNECTIONS

CONTINUOUS
LEARNING

MENTORSHIP AND
GUIDANCE

SUCCESS



UNDERSTAND
INDUSTRY
DYNAMICS

Stay updated with
current industry

trends, technologies,
and market

demands

Explore the
significance of

networking 

Learn essential skills
required in the job
industry, such as
communication,

leadership, problem-
solving, and
adaptability.

Receive guidance
from experienced

professionals in
making informed
career decisions.

Gain insights, receive
feedback, and access

resources for
professional growth.

Mentorship for Job Industry

BUILD
PROFESSIONAL

NETWORKS

DEVELOPE KEY
SKILLS

NAVIGATE
YOUR CAREER

PATHS

MAXIMIZE
LEARNING

OPPORTUNITIES
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MULTIPLE COURSE
SWITCHING

SEAMLESS COURSE
SWITCHING

Switch between multiple
courses without any additional
financial burden.

Pursuing interdisciplinary
studies or honing
specialized skills

From engineering to arts, from
business to sciences

UNLIMITED
ACADEMIC

EXPLORATION

CONTINUOUS GROWTH
OPPORTUNITIES

W I T H  S A M E  F E E S



Free Library
Take 6 Books
at a time

All Advanced
Level

All New
Editions

Encourages
exploration
across
diverse
subjects

From
specialized
texts to in-
depth research
publications

Students benefit
from up-to-date

content that aligns
with the latest

advancements 



Your Essential
School Preparation

Guide
         Academic 

Skills

           Test
        Readiness

               College 
             Research

Extracurricular
Activities

Effective study
habits, time

management
strategies, and
critical thinking

skills.

  Tips for test-
taking strategies

and practice
resources

including tests like
SAT and ACT

 College websites,
virtual tours, and
college ranking

lists 

Sports, clubs,
and volunteer

work



Our Faculty

Dr. SouravDr. SouravDr. Sourav   
DasguptaDasguptaDasgupta

Prof. Cheenu
Thakur Jaiswal

Prof. Riddhima  
Panda

Prof.  Sukumal
Chatterjee 

Prof. Abhigyan
 Adhikari 

Prof. Ashmita
Khutia 

Dr.  Atrayee Lahiry  

Prof. Indranil
 Ghosh Prof. Aritra Saha



 Individual attention from
experienced faculty members

1
1 TO 1
PERSONALIZED
SESSION

Students can get their queries
resolved from the comfort of
their homes, saving time and
effort.

3
ONLINE SESSION

We offer special doubt
solving sessions late at night
to ensure that no question
goes unanswered.

4
MIDNIGHT
DOUBT
SOLVES

Students can get their
queries resolved from
the comfort of their
homes.

2
SMALL BATCH

"Clear Doubts, Achieve
Success - Your Path to
Academic Excellence!"

UNUSUAL DOUBT
CLEARING STRUCTURE

4



Our Books
Reviews

 
Let’s face it sometimes math feels like hieroglyphics, but Sourav
sir breaks down concept like a magician, making even the
trickiest problem seem doable.
 



SCHOLARSHIP
AND 

FEE STRUCTURE

Lowest Fees Yet Best
Performance

100%
Scholarship
Opportunity

Our commitment to
excellence ensures
that students receive
top-notch education

 This scholarship is
awarded based on
merit and academic
excellence.

Flexible Fee
Payment Options

Students have the
freedom to pay their
fees in easy
installments 



How
TO GET 

 STARTED?
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2
ADMISSION
FORM FOR

2024-2025

You need to
fill up the
admission

form

1

BANK
ACCOUNT
DETAILS

Click the Link

After that we will
contact you for the

details of class
timings, video

lectures schedule,
id password

generation and
study materials

information
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 BANK ACCOUNT DETAILS   
HDFC CURRENT ACCOUNT  

SOURAV SIRS CLASSES       
ACCOUNT NUMBER  

50100614415350 (Hdfc bank)
IFSC CODE -  HDFC0001924

GOOGLE PAY UPI ID 
Or

Phone pay at 

9062541235

https://goo.gl/forms/RRfRKxX3BtaNoUEV2


want towant to
KnowKnow  

how to  make the most out of
your study hours?

SOURAV SIR’SSOURAV SIR’S
CLASSESCLASSES

how to properly utilise most tests
in your exam preparations? 

how to understand any
mathematical concepts by

visualisation?

how to crack any interview?

the mistakes that most
candidates make in the

exam?

The answer to these questions are
those which you will need to ace
any exam and we will guide you

through all these and many more...

9836793076
8697141233
Link www.souravsirclasses.com

souravsirclasses@gmail.com

what should be the ideal
approach which taking any

objective based exam?

http://www.souravsirclasses.com/

